SILVER ANGEL

ORGANIC  IONIZED  SAFE  NATURAL

FULL SPECTRUM  PROFESSIONAL  FIRST CLASS
HIGH POTENCY  MORE POWERFUL  SUPERIOR RESULTS
AGGRESSIVE & EFFECTIVE  EXTREME SMALL PARTICLE SIZE

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH
The following information is fascinating, highly informative and very valuable. Read it carefully because the “Key to Success” is knowledge. To know as much as you can about serious issues in life is definitely to your advantage. The foregoing details are a combination of science and extensive research and experience concerning “Natural versus Synthetic.” To make intelligent decisions requires truth, sincerity and honesty. You are about to read a major discovery on a subject the Medical Profession does not want you to know.
ORGANIC SILVER ANGEL

SILVER ANGEL is a very powerful natural antibiotic/antifungal solution that is so strong and effective that it can destroy and remove from the body almost all yeast, fungi, bacteria and viruses. SILVER ANGEL contains more than two hundred thirty parts per million (20 ppm) of organic ionized silver. It is a strong catalyst that dissolves an enzyme which all single-celled pathogenic fungus, bacteria and viruses use for their oxygen supply. The lethal consequence is they suffocate and die upon contact with this Specialized Silver.

SILVER ANGEL is the most advanced, scientific discovery in silver preparation ever designed. It is not colloidal silver, but is “IONIZED SILVER,” which has been manufactured by a special patented process that combines the Silver with Fulvic Acid, a natural constituent of, and produced by, the soil’s friendly bacteria. This acts as a catalyst and when electrolytically interacted with the silver, it ionizes the silver particles and dissolves them down into extremely small particle sizes ten times smaller than .001 microns. This dissolving of the silver allows the silver ions to remain separated and in solution indefinitely and gives it a higher degree of absorption and diffusion throughout the body.

This creates a destructive force against pathogenic organisms greater perhaps, than any natural antibiotic ever discovered. Colloidal silver is not dissolved silver and does not have the positive action in the body as does Ionized Silver. A major disadvantage to colloidal silver when electrically charged is that the silver particles are not truly dissolved (ionized) and they will eventually lose their charge and settle out of solution falling to the bottom of the container. Heat and long storage can dissipate electrical charging and further reduces the effectiveness of colloidal silvers.

WHY SILVER ANGEL IS SUPERIOR

The major disadvantage of all colloidal silvers which is 96 percent of all silvers sold today, is the irregular particle sizes that come from the way it is processed. The majority of colloidal silvers have a mixed particle size end result ranging from .001 microns to .009 microns and even bigger sizes. Anything larger than .005 is considered dangerous and too large to fit through the smallest capillaries of the body’s circulatory system. Colloidal Silvers have no guarantee of particle size and when you take in an undetermined product without particle size guarantees, you are creating a negative condition of inferior particle size distribution and a reduction of effective therapy resulting in poor quality and micro-organism removal.

In other words, the small particle sizes are too few and the larger particle sizes are too abundant, resulting in an incomplete balance of what the body needs to remove a serious infection. The absolute key to Professional Silver Antibiotic Therapy is ultra-small particle sizes in ample parts per million to absorb and flood the blood stream with a “killing power” so strong, that no pathogenic organism can survive. Particle sizes in SILVER ANGEL are guaranteed 98 per cent to be .0001 microns in diameter and at 20 parts per million is the finest, most powerful, most successful and the most professional form of Organic, Ionized Silver available today. SILVER ANGEL is ten times smaller than Colloidal Silvers and is one thousand percent more powerful and effective in its therapeutic use. It is a superior product, designed by a PHD Physicist after many years of research and Intelligent Scientific Design. It is made organic through the use of the friendly bacteria, as all minerals found in food are organic because of the friendly flora in the soil during the growth phases of all fruits and vegetables.

There are three necessities for nutrients like minerals, to be absorbed and quickly transported throughout the body for cellular activity to take place.

1. Organic Ionized Silver as found in SILVER ANGEL is “positively charged”. The friendly bacteria in the intestines is also “positively charged”. Equals repel and therefore, SILVER ANGEL does not destroy the friendly bacteria in the digestive system leaving them to enhance and maintain their purpose of protecting and defending the intestinal arena from invasive micro-organisms and toxins. All medicines and antibiotic drugs kill and destroy the friendly flora immediately and are extremely toxic to the flora and the entire body in general. Pathogenic Organisms (disease causing) are negatively charged, and Silver Angel and the friendly bacteria are attracted to negative microbes and destroy them immediately. The positive electromagnetic charging of friendly flora and minerals is the bottom-line to making organic materials absorbable and utilizable within the living processes of humans, animals and plants.

2. The friendly bacteria in the soil converts inorganic minerals into organic, ionized particles so they can be absorbed properly from soil to plant. Ionization means giving a nutrient, including minerals a positive charging, so they are attracted electrically/magnetically to the root system of all grasses, plants and trees for proper absorption, because the botanical roots are negatively charged and opposites attract. The intestinal wall of humans and animals
is negatively charged and having minerals positively charged through the presence of the friendly bacteria which are positively charged encourages and provides the natural absorptive abilities necessary for health and energy to exist. The proper balance of electrons and protons from the presence of the living bacteria is the living conversion of inorganic to organic. The friendly bacteria in the soil feeds on a mucopolysaccharide sugar produced by the root system of all botanical plants and trees. If the soil is organic and not sprayed with destructive chemicals, then the friendly soil bacteria flourish and feeding on these plant sugars, creates a waste material called “fulvic acid”. This natural friendly flora by-product breaks down the minerals into extreme small particle sizes allowing absorption into tiny roots, etc. **This is why the friendly bacteria in the intestines are so important for proper digestion and absorption of food nutrients.**

3. All minerals have a carrier, such as chelates, gluconates, lactates, orotate, malate, glycinate, aspartate, etc. These are protein elements that combine with the minerals in order for them to move into the blood circulation and quickly pass into the cells for utilization. **FULVIC ACID** from the friendly bacteria has proven beyond a doubt, to be the most effective and superior form of mineral carrier ever discovered. It **dissolves minerals into very tiny particle sizes (.0001 microns) and also ionizes the mineral into its organic form!** To better explain, take a teaspoon of sugar or salt. It is in such a large particle size that you can see it in the spoon. Put it in a glass of water and it will dissolve. You can no longer see the sugar or salt, but it is still there in a smaller size giving the water a sweet or salty taste. This is what Fulvic Acid does to minerals. It “dissolves” them down into smaller sizes for easier transportation into the tissues and makes them “organic” in the process. The organic, ionization of minerals guarantees absorption into the blood stream from the intestines. The Fulvic Acid/Mineral combination then guarantees absorption into the cell wall for complete cellular benefit. In this case, **SILVER ANGEL** goes everywhere in the body, completely and quickly to seek out and destroy negative micro-organisms that may be infecting the body tissues.

Most colloidal minerals **DO NOT** have this advantage and the smallest colloidal mineral is found to be around .65 nanometers in diameter, whereby, **SILVER ANGEL** is .0001 microns diameter and is considerably smaller and more effective. This scientific application of fulvic acid to the mineral silver, makes this form of therapy superior and highly successful. Most Colloidal Minerals do not have a carrier. They may absorb properly, but without a carrier, will find it more difficult to enter the bloodstream let alone the cell wall as opposed to a mineral with a superior form of carrier. In this case, small is the better way to go, along with a substantial 20 parts per million plus the fulvic acid carrier makes **SILVER ANGEL** the finest and most valuable form of a **FULL SPECTRUM ANTIBIOTIC** in this day and age of discoveries.

I onized **SILVER ANGEL** circulates through the blood, lymph, tissues and intestines dematerializing negative organisms. It is very powerful and yet gentle to the systems of the body and produces less “die-off” and absolutely no harmful side effects during the course of the anti-microbial program. It especially wipes out disease causing yeast colonies and bacteria with quicker results than ever before, but at the same time it encourages a cleansing process and removal of yeast cells and toxins. Antibiotic drugs harm the liver and prevent the healing/cleansing requirements to diminish “die-off” and quicken recuperative abilities. They also kill the intestinal flora necessary for the health of the body.

**SILVER ANGEL** does not kill the friendly bacteria natural to the human body, and it does not accumulate or harm the body in any way. It easily enters the tissues because of its small size, and is able to find the enemy, destroy it and then is removed from the body as easily as it entered. This is truly the most remarkable silver discovery ever engineered by science and has more “killing power” for removing invading pathogenic organisms than any substance we have ever worked with.

Some strains of negative organisms can mutate and build a resistance to antibiotics before they have all been removed, thereby developing a tolerance. This is not the case with **SILVER ANGEL**. The energy within a natural antibiotic is different from drugs and disease causing organisms cannot build up a tolerance. The respiratory enzyme in the pathogen is destroyed so quickly that suffocation is immediate and the negative-celled life forms are left defenseless and die, thereby, not allowing any resistance to take place. It is also believed that the effective use of silver as an anti-infective agent is, at least in part, due to its ability to reduce the electrical potential of the invasive pathogen’s cell membrane to zero, thus destroying the pathogen. This may explain why there are no known cases of virulent pathogens mutating or changing into new strains, when exposed to “ionized silver.” Due to the presence of the friendly bacteria in the soil and the secretion of Fulvic Acid, all minerals and metals become ionized and are therefore, organic in nature. If negative organisms could build a defense against natural controlled elements within the soil or atmosphere, then life would cease to exist.

**SILVER ANGEL** is both a remedy for, and prevention against, infections of all kinds. It has been energized through a special patented process which allows the silver to have an increase energy field within each particle of silver and it circulates more freely and
reacts more negatively with all yeast colonies, bacteria and viruses.

Pathogenic organisms have a hard time surviving in the presence of silver. Long ago when the earth was more fertile and our food supply was grown more naturally, there was more silver in the soil to be organically absorbed into our food. This natural antibiotic would, in small amounts, prevent infectious disease, acting as a second immune system. Due to mining of silver ore for its monetary value and inorganic methods of farming there is little silver left in the soil. Strains of infectious organisms are much stronger today so larger amounts of silver are necessary to eradicate them.

This natural antibiotic is extremely effective and can help overcome serious infections. It has been approved by the Federal Drug Administration and is classified as a “Dietary Mineral Supplement.” There are absolutely no side effects recorded in decades of use. Recent studies at the University of Toronto concluded that no toxicity, even in high dosages, results from using silver.

Because of the special proprietary formulation, there is no harm to human enzymes, hormones or any part of the body chemistry. Tests in hospitals, universities and research laboratories have proven this. No one has ever overdosed and it is not an allopathic poison. It is “yellowish” in color, odorless, and does not upset the stomach. SILVER ANGEL is non-toxic, non-addicting, non-accumulative and is a completely safe ‘dietary mineral supplement.’

The smallest capillaries, in the body are 1½ to 4 nanometers in diameter and .001 microns is equivalent to 1 nanometer. Small silver particles will fit through small capillaries, large ones will not. Electron Microscopic studies show most other silver products to have vast percentages of their silver particles larger than .001 microns even though it states otherwise on the label. Some silver manufacturing companies put “silicon dioxide” in their silver which covers up large particle sizes and actually makes the silver less effective, creating an illusion of quality. Never use silver products with silicon dioxide.

The major advantage of Ionized Silver Angel is the “micro-sizing” of all the energized silver particles one thousand percent smaller than .001 microns. No other silver product has 98% of its silver particles this small. It moves easily through the tissues of the body and the intestines and is then removed from the body completely. Large silver particles should not be ingested as it may accumulate and discolor internal organs over a period of time. Silver is not toxic to the body, but can cause a condition called “argeria.” This can only happen with “colloidal silver products.”

CONTINUOUS ANTIBIOTIC ACTIVITY

The dissolved silver particles in SILVER ANGEL are so small they are absorbed immediately through the tissues of the mouth and stomach. They freely circulate throughout the body and remain active until removed from the body. Ninety percent of the silver is removed from the blood by the liver and only 10% through the kidneys. It then enters the bile produced by the liver and is carried out of the body through the digestive system where it destroys and removes negative micro-organisms from the intestines.

SILVER ANGEL is considered a “full spectrum antibiotic” because it destroys and removes viruses, bacteria and yeast cells both digestively and systemically reaching all areas in the body. Natural antibiotics may suppress the activity of the friendly bacteria, but will not destroy them because of anatomical and physiological differences between them and pathogenic organisms.

Again, Ionized Silver is not colloidal silver. Ionization dissolves the silver down to minute particles of a highly effective form of antibiotic which diffuses throughout the body quickly and strategically.

Fulvic Acid is a natural organic acid produced by microbes in a form that cannot be duplicated. It is made from an ancient composted material from once living matter and contains all the major and trace elements present where those organically rich deposits were made. Research has found that it contributes so powerfully to all functions that it should be considered indispensable to human nutrition. The benefits of this product material are astounding when compared to any other product known. As an example, it chemically alters inorganics into biologically acceptable substances; it restores electrical balance to damaged cells; it chelates and neutralizes toxins, poisons and free radicals, rendering them harmless to the body and eliminates food poisoning within minutes. It benefits the use of all nutritional substances such as vitamins, minerals and other nutrients and assists every stage of cellular metabolism.

Fulvic Acid is the most powerful, natural electrolyte known and can act as an acceptor or as a donor in the creation of electro-chemical balance. If it encounters free radicals with unpaired or negative electrons, it supplies an equal and opposite charge to neutralize the bad effects of the free radical. Since Fulvic Acid is a bio-available chelated molecule that can also chelate, it acts as a refiner and transporter of organic minerals and other cell nutrients. Fulvic Acid gives the silver the distinguished attitude of small particle sizing and therefore, supplies increased energized biochemical activity that stops candida yeast cells and all pathogenic
organisms dead in their tracks. Plants do not use colloidal minerals, but are supplied organic dissolved mineral complexes from the soil micro-organisms that ionize and convert them into an absorbable form. Your intestines and body tissues are in the same category as plants and will use silver in a better and more complete manner when it is ionized with Fulvic Acid.

When prepared under suitable conditions a 20 ppm solution of Ionized SILVER ANGEL is quite stable even in the presence of salts, gastric juices and other chemical substances of the blood. It has a destructive action on toxins within the body. Also, when taken internally, the particles of SILVER ANGEL are resistant to the action of harsh stomach acids and alkalies of the small intestine, and consequently continue their catalytic action and pass through the intestines unchanged. This allows destruction of candida and bacteria without losing its potency during transit.

A major advantage of SILVER ANGEL is its unique processing and the removal of nitrates, nitrites and sodium. As silver is mined from the earth, it is minutely combined with these elements and in order for it to work effectively they must be removed from the silver. Nitrites and nitrates inhibit the action of silver significantly. Silver products of the past were given in quantities of 1500 ppm or more in order to be effective. SILVER ANGEL will do even a better job at 20 ppm when the nitrites, nitrates and sodium are removed, and the silver particles are energized and ionized.

The scientific enhancement of SILVER ANGEL makes it a far superior product than any other colloidal silver product of the past. Its ‘purity’ and ionization activates the silver and allows it to be a powerhouse of destruction to living yeast, bacteria and viruses.

Silver, as it appears in its ionized form, is receiving attention by the medical community as an alternative remedy or therapy for infectious diseases. For example, most antibiotics kill only six or seven different disease organisms, but silver is known to kill approximately 650 organisms. Therefore, resistant strains fail to develop. Silver in the ionized form is non-toxic and completely safe for children, adults and animals. Dr. Henry Magraf of St. Louis, a pioneering silver researcher, comments, “Silver is the best all around germ fighter we have.”

Silver is used to disinfect drinking water, swimming pools and is now being used in air purifiers to remove bacteria from the air in homes, office buildings and airplanes. It is especially popular in preventing or removing dysentery while traveling in foreign countries where unsanitary conditions prevail. SILVER ANGEL can be used topically and will prevent or help overcome infections associated with cuts, scrapes, burns, bites, etc.

Research indicates that SILVER ANGEL has been successfully used against numerous diseases and conditions. We are excited with the results that offer relief from many debilitating conditions.

SILVER ANGEL kills and removes candida yeast infections both systemically and digestively, but especially around the ileo-cecal valve separating the small intestine from the colon.

SILVER ANGEL has been found to be a natural remedy for colds, flu, infections and fermentation due to bacteria, fungus or virus, including staph and strep. SILVER ANGEL is the usable form of the most effective disease fighter known. The body uses it to fight disease causing organisms and to aid healing. Older people using it feel better in many ways, including improved digestion because their body energies are used for other than fighting disease. Medical research has proven that in cases of severe burns, silver helps promote rapid healing with less scar tissue.

SILVER ANGEL is not a chemical containing silver. The silver is ionized and held in suspension in pure distilled water by an electric charge on each atom. It is non-toxic and non-addicting. SILVER ANGEL is a remedy for even the nonapparent low-grade infections most people have and can be given to infants and used during pregnancy.

Dr. Henry Crooks found that silver in the ionized state is highly germicidal, non-toxic and harmless to humans. Silver kills all known microbes.

The Environmental Protection Agency’s Poison Control Center reports no toxicity listing for ionized silver. They consider it harmless in any concentration. Dr. Robert Becker (“The Body Electric”) recognized a correlation between low silver levels and sickness. He noted that a silver deficiency was responsible for the improper functioning of the immune system. Dr. Becker’s experiments conclude that silver works on the full spectrum of pathogens without any side effects or damage to any cells of the body.

Just imagine a hospital setting completely free of all virulent micro-organisms which can cause disease as well as antibiotic treatment programs with no side effects. Any amount of SILVER ANGEL could be taken per day without any harm to the body.

Dr. Becker also concluded that silver was doing something other than killing disease-causing organisms; it was also bringing about major growth stimulation of
injured tissues. Burn patients and elderly patients have more rapid healing.

Dr. Bjorn Nordstrom, of the Karolinska Institute, Sweden, has used silver as a component of his cancer cure method for many years.

An article in Science Digest, March 1978 (“Silver, Our Mightiest Germ Fighter”), states:

“As an antibiotic, Silver Angel kills approximately 650 plus disease-causing organisms. Resistant strains fail to develop. Silver is absolutely non-toxic and is an excellent all around germ fighter.” Richard Davies, Executive Director of the Silver Institute, which monitors silver technology in 37 countries, reports: “In four years we’ve found 87 important new medical uses for silver.”

There is speculation that the silver binds to the microorganism, and by doing so somehow causes it to be eliminated from the body. Activation of phagocytes may be involved; orally ingested silver becomes localized in Kupffer cells of the liver, and leukocytosis often is observed following dosing.

WHAT SCIENTIFIC STUDIES HAVE BEEN DONE CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF SILVER ANGEL?

In addition to studies that have been done in the past, several recent laboratory tests have yielded very significant results:

(1) From the Rocky Mountain Laboratories (January 13, 1995): “we have received a sample (12ml) of silver (1,500 ppm) preparation and have evaluated its effectiveness in a preliminary pilot study against the Lyme disease spirochete, Borrelia burgdorferi (B31) and against the relapsing fever agent, B. hermsii (HS-1).

“In both tests, BSK cultured spirochetes were treated with 150 and 15 ppm of silver. When examined 24 hours later, none of the treated cultures contained live spirochetes. Few spirochetes, all dead, were observed at 48 hours.”
Dr. Willy Burgdorfer, Ph.D., Scientist Emeritus

(2) From Fox Chase Cancer Center (January 24, 1995): “Preliminary laboratory studies on Borrelia burgdorferi spirochetes revealed that silver solutions reduce the growth rate of these cells significantly and eventually lead to cell death.” Margaret Bayer, Ph.D.

(3) From Temple University (February 2, 1995): “Preliminary studies on silver preparation (40 PPM) show it to be effective in inhibiting and killing strains of Candida Albicans and Cryptococcus Neoformans in vitro.” Helen R. Buckly, Ph.D., Professor

(4) From Temple University (February 2, 1995): “We tested the ability of silver to inhibit human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) replication in the human T cell line, SupT 1, as measured by syncytia in a cell culture. There appeared to be little if any acute toxicity associated with the dose of silver which inhibited HIV-1 replication.” “These results are very encouraging and suggest additional experiments that could be done “
Earl Henderson Ph.D., Professor

(5) From Temple University (March 20, 1995): “My laboratory has studied the effects of Special Formulation of Silver on human immunodeficiency virus Type 1 (HIV-1) survival and on latency reactivation of HIV-1 in the human lymphoblastoid B cell line, M57-3 “The results of the experiment show that exposure of HIV-1 to 1000 ppm of Special Formulation of Silver for one hour at 37 degrees centigrade completely eliminates infectious HIV-1 as measured by syncytia formation on SupT 1 cells “
Earl E. Henderson, Ph.D., Professor

(6) From University of Toronto (January 27, 1995): “At the highest dose (18 mg/300 gram rate) there were no observed adverse effects within the treatment period; the data does not permit us to make a statement regarding the metabolic fate of silver. If this data can be extrapolated to the human scale, then a 60 kilogram individual would have to be to the test animals (rats). This corresponds to the injection of 1 ml of a solution containing 300,000 ppm of silver.” John Barltrop M.A., D.Phil, D.Sc.

WHAT KIND OF RESULTS HAVE BEEN REPORTED?

“Joy is the only word that can be used to describe the result that this wonderful product has produced. I have personally been devastated by Lyme Disease for over eleven years now, and after only a week of taking Silver, my body is responding to this marvelous product better than any other remedy that has been prescribed by the medical community of Canada. I am 90% recovered and intend to stay on the silver until all my symptoms disappear, which at this pace they most certainly will!” L.A.N., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

“The results that I received using the Silver product for sinusitis were truly incredible. During this long, cold and extremely wet winter, I have gone into acute sinus infections. My husband, who rarely gets sick, also had a sinus infection that progressed into an upper respiratory infection that literally put him down for the count. After trying antibiotics and several over-the-counter medications, we tried the silver and two hours later we began to experience relief. Within two days the symptoms were gone and we were back to normal. My household will never be without a bottle of Silver.” K.K., Grass Valley, California
“It’s hard to believe how quickly and dramatically Silver not only relieved my sore throat, but eradicated my cold in just over three days. It’s amazing. Every year when I go to the mountains in New Mexico to ski, I fall victim to severe sore throat and cold/flu symptoms that are extremely painful, often times ruining my trip. When it happened this year, I tried your product because nothing else worked... and I began to feel tons better the very next day. I’m flabbergasted! Someone has finally found an effective answer to the common cold!” R.G., Houston, Texas

A RE-ENGINEERED PRODUCT

Through modern technology this new form of Silver Angel has been therapeutically improved to enhance its biological response within the body. This is the key to its strength. It is truly a remarkable product with unlimited potential for fighting disease. The Full Spectrum Silver Angel will do more than most products on the market today to destroy and remove a viral, bacterial, or ‘yeast infection.’ Its properties and effect are so powerful that regardless of colony density, amount or tissue location, all micro-organisms will die and be removed from the body efficiently.

Professional laboratory analysis and clinical testing has shown excellent results with total removal of difficult or chronic infections in most cases. Its ionization allows it to “seek out and destroy” yeast cells and invasive organisms within a shorter period of time, causing less distress and with overall better recuperation.

NOT ALL SILVER PRODUCTS ARE EQUAL

There is a tremendous difference among “Silver Products” in manufacturing techniques, quality, strength, purity, particle size, effectiveness and safety. Many silver products have too much sodium causing them to have unbalanced pH. Some formulas are not suspended properly and have a tendency to come out of solution and settle at the bottom of the container. Other manufacturers literally misrepresent or falsify their labels to cover inferior quality.

When using colloidal silver, high parts per million may look good, but only small percentages of the silver is .001 microns in size making the rest of the silver particles useless and harmful. Very few silver products on the market today are considered safe, non-toxic, totally absorbable and completely removable from the body. Doctors and researchers are aware that colloidal silver can be retained in the tissues if the particle size is too large.

Silver works in destroying negative micro-organisms by a vibratory energy within the silver that stops the production of a respiratory enzyme in single-celled organisms, causing them to die. This energy varies among silvers and can be enhanced according to manufacturing methods and potency. It takes special handling abilities, equipment, technology and financial investment to purify and energize silver particles in order to optimize its effectiveness and safety. Full Spectrum Silver Angel is the purest and most energized form of “silver” on the market today and is highly effective in bringing the best results possible.

PPM (PARTS PER MILLION) IS IMPORTANT

It is difficult to comprehend the strength and aggressiveness of viruses, bacteria and yeast that find their way into the body. Some of the new strains are stronger and more resistant to antibiotics than ever before. Candida yeast cells can occupy large areas of the intestines. Viral and bacterial infections grow rapidly because of weaknesses within the immune system and environmental conditions of waste and impurity that encourages their reproduction. Do not under estimate the growth rate of negative micro-organisms, because they multiply very quickly and can have a strong survival capability.

The many forms of pathogenic and deadly bacteria have killed countless millions of people over the years. Multitudes more have been sickened by these microbes. We have seen how quickly diseases spread, and we can watch the speed of bacterial growth in nutrient agar in the laboratories. It is all very serious when we consider it in depth. Microbiologists and bacteriologists tell that many forms of bacteria double in number every fifteen minutes at room temperature. We also know that in one milliliter of water there are over one million bacteria. The scientists have also revealed that if all bacteria lived instead of constantly dying the entire earth would be covered with the microscopic germs to a height of six feet in just one week.

In order to destroy and eliminate these negative organisms a strong defense is necessary and Silver Angel with its high energy levels and potency is essential for a quick removal. The ppm strength in a product is very important for success. Silver products on the market that have five or ten parts per million can be effective if 100% of the silver particles are .001 microns or smaller. Most silver products do not fall in that category and when you combine low ppm’s they are not very effective.

Some silver companies state that high ppm’s are dangerous and should be avoided. That is only true for those products that are not ionized. It is very important to know if an “impressive labeled” product is truly what it seems to be. Do not take for granted that a silver product is safe or of any value unless you know that the particle size is small enough to flow freely through the
smallest capillaries of the body and then be removed completely from cells and tissues.

SILVER ANGEL is truly a unique product that is 100% ionized for effectiveness, purity, safety, energy output, potency and total body response. It is a product well designed and formulated from the finest research and scientific achievements in the field of Parasitology and Probiotics.

SUMMARY

SILVER ANGEL is the most advanced form of “Ionized Silver” available today for the therapeutic purpose of fighting infection. Its superior effect comes from a special scientific process that allows it to reach negative micro-organisms quickly and destroy them. Once the “Ionized Silver” has accomplished its goal it is removed from the body with no toxic accumulation or side effects.

THE BENEFITS OF USING SILVER ANGEL

**Viral and Bacterial Infections**

Two understandings are necessary in order to properly use SILVER ANGEL. Viruses and bacteria are considered an animal. They are acute organisms, fast, rapid growing and pose an immediate threat to our survival. They are singled cell, divide quickly and go their own way once division has taken place. They live on cellular juices and it is the excreted toxin from their metabolic feeding that poisons the body causing fever, debility and possibly death. They need to be destroyed on a quick and immediate basis. SILVER ANGEL is powerful and when you saturate the blood with the presence of SILVER, all pathogenic (disease causing) organisms will die and be removed from the body through the liver and kidneys. If you feel a sore throat or fever or any symptom associated with a viral or bacterial infection coming about, immediately start taking the SILVER ANGEL according to the following instructions.

**Candida Yeast Infections**

Candida Yeast is a vegetable, a fungus and is a chronic, deep rooted, slow acting, long term infection in the intestines where it colonizes on the intestinal wall and eats your sugars and starches. It produces high levels of yeast toxins which absorb into the blood causing a host of complications, conditions, pain, inflammation and debilities. Yeast weakens the liver and immune system and contributes to other secondary infections such as bacteria and viruses. This is a serious condition and all types of pathogenic (disease causing) organisms must be destroyed and removed as quickly as possible. SILVER ANGEL is a superior, faster, much safer and totally harmless form of therapy compared to drugs and colloidal silvers. SILVER ANGEL is more powerful and will wipe out all single-celled disease causing organisms. However, due to the nature and overwhelming massive growth that some infections may produce, the time element is in direct proportion to the amount of infection that exists. **There are no drugs for viruses and most sex related infections.** SILVER ANGEL will remove these types of infections, but more time may be required depending on type and size and strain of the disease causing organism involved.

**TIME ELEMENT**

A Viral or Bacterial Type Infection such as the common cold or any form of influenza can be removed quickly by taking the SILVER ANGEL properly. Most cases will be gone within three to five days. If it takes longer, such as ten to fourteen days, it will be due to the condition of the person involved such as poor health, age, severity or how deep rooted the infection is. Also contributing are: eating habits, not enough bed rest, over work, body abuse in general, drugs, alcohol, smoking and bad diet, etc. **The more unhealthy you are, the longer it takes to get well.** The advantage here is using SILVER ANGEL to remove the infection rather than more drugs and antibiotics.

A Yeast Infection and Sex Related Infections are slower, more deep rooted and destructive. By the time you realize you have such an infection, it has become so massive and chronic that it takes much longer to remove any high amounts of SILVER ANGEL and more care is required. These types of infections will need more time for complete removal to take place. In some cases three to six months or longer may be necessary, just because of its massive presence in the body. Yeast is not as critical as are viruses and bacteria, but the symptoms are sometimes unbearable, numerous and disconcerting. In other words, the extreme critical infection of viruses and bacteria are actually easier and faster to remove with SILVER ANGEL. However, a yeast infection, which is not as life threatening but highly uncomfortable, may take longer to overcome, because of its massive growth within the intestines where 99 per cent is to be found. Approximately only one per cent of yeast is in the blood. People say I have systemic yeast, but they rarely do. It is the poison, the toxin that the yeast in the intestine produces on a daily basis, is what creates all the discomforts and inflammatory conditions of the body tissues.

Be patient and continue day by day and occasionally be tested to see your progress. This professional form of SILVER ANGEL is aggressive and is working daily to remove your condition, but some jobs are bigger than others and it just takes a little longer. **KEEP GOING!** The most important part of this natural therapy is to realize that you are going to get well, but you are also not going to suffer the consequences of heavy drug use, and can avoid the difficult and damaging results of liver/kidney degeneration, overall body destruction and the death of intestinal probiotic...
populations which are so important for good digestion and stool elimination. **Chemical drugs kill the body and the friendly flora and it is best to stay away from them as much as you can.** Constipation is a major end result of killing the friendly flora with antibiotics. Once a yeast infection takes place, the yeast poison reduces the peristaltic movement of the colon wall and causes constipation. You are one thousand per cent further ahead using natural means of getting well, rather than medicines and drugs that do more harm and damage than good.

A SOCIAL UNKNOWN

At least 90 per cent of the world's population has a minor two to five per cent viral, bacterial or fungal infection lying dormant and hidden somewhere within the cells, tissues and intestines of their bodies. More than two thirds of the population has an established yeast infection in the intestines, and they have no idea that it is there. Most medical people do not believe in yeast infections and never test for it. Many of these people’s immune systems are healthy and strong enough at the moment that the minor invasion is not detectable and is unable to take hold. Rather than an all out infection, they just create minor symptoms and ailments which is considered a normal part of life. The moment stress, fatigue or a poorer state of health occurs these dormant pathogenic microbes take hold and begin to multiply more rapidly. Many people who get colds and flu have had the organism within their bodies for weeks or months. You can have a yeast infection for years without even knowing it. They do not always flourish immediately and often are undetectable for lack of proper diagnosis.

The processed, over-cooked foods, heavy meats, white sugar and flour products along with thousands of chemicals added to foods, creates a massive form of body abuse. Through the years these negative poisons are stored within the tissues and contaminates the body excessively. When things get bad enough, the dormant scavenger micro-organisms sense, smell and instinctively know when the bodies of these people are poisoned enough that decay and tissue degeneration is beginning to take place allowing various organs and cells to die. The more the body dies from within, the more viruses, bacteria and yeast cells it attracts. Then, all of a sudden, you have a full blown infection of microbes proliferating, harming and destroying the body one way or another. Body pollution creates organic death of living tissues which allows pathogenic organisms to enhance the decaying process. Both are bad and should be recognized!

To take a round or two of SILVER ANGEL for a month or so, will destroy and remove these dormant microbes and prevent future occurrences of nasty infections from happening. The body that is polluted from the social abuse of bad food will eventually begin to die and sickness, fatigue and ill health will take place. Eating poorly is a major consideration for all kinds of symptoms plaguing the body, but having a host of unwanted invasive organisms contributing to a state of poorer health is absolutely not necessary when you have products like SILVER ANGEL close by. (Consider taking a hefty amount of product for just one month, and you will remove a massive amount of potential problems from your body).

**OUR OVERWEIGHT SOCIETY**

There are four main sources of extreme body contamination which poisons, retards and literally destroys living cells and promote disease and early death.

1. First there are bad foods, processed foods, adulterated and fractionated foods, fast foods, and foods with excessive chemical additives which increase your appetite and makes foods more appealing. **Sugar substitutes such as aspartame and Splenda, which are chemically created and are not natural, and are highly toxic should be avoided.** Certain chemicals are added to packaged goods to encourage you to eat more. Naturally, it is done for more profits at the cost of your good health. As you become sick from bad eating and over eating, your symptoms of illness encourage you to take medicines to counteract your state of poorer health. Rather than food actually nourishing the body, it is in reality, destroying the body. **Food-Drug Corporate American Greed is literally overwhelming. They have no concern for your health and welfare what so ever. Genetically Modified Foods (GMOs) are worthless and dangerous.**

2. Then there are all the medicines and drugs which are used to overcome the results of eating bad food and drink. They are all toxic chemicals that poison the tissues and weaken your defenses and make you less of a person than you were designed to be. They are worthless chemical compounds and may make you feel better temporarily, but at a very high price of more illnesses as you get older. They do not remove the cause of ill health and they only prolong a false sense of security. More senior citizens die from prescription drugs than old age. **Viral Pneumonia is a major cause of death in many older people and is easily overcome with SILVER ANGEL.**

3. There are many bad chemicals in cleaning agents which you breathe and absorb into the skin. Cosmetics, shampoos and hair conditioners along with beauty salon products are loaded with toxic chemicals which are all destructive to your hair and are absorbed into the skin weakening the liver, kidneys and immune system. Society is full of chemical
poisons in food, drink, air and water all of which destroys the earth and the people living on it. Corporate America is getting rich from your ignorance by making you believe they are doing you a favor with their processed foods, chemicals and medicines. These products serve no purpose and actually insult the intelligence of society. Follow natural law and use only natural products.

4. The last major contributing factor to body disease and weakness are pathogenic micro-organisms that are abundant and highly attracted to our human society because people are full of toxic waste materials from bad food and chemicals. Since acid forming pollutants creates the death of cells, you become a sitting duck for organism contamination and occupation. It’s what we would call adding insult to injury. What is the answer? MEDICINE DOES NOT HAVE ONE. NOT A SINGLE DOCTOR CAN CURE DISEASES CAUSED BY CHEMICALS WITH MORE CHEMICALS. THE BODY IS ORGANIC. IT IS A LIVING CHEMISTRY. IT REQUIRES LIVING, ORGANIC SUBSTANCES FOR HEALTH AND HEALING. Medicine is inorganic poison. It is dead. It is impossible for drugs to heal the body. It cannot be done! The word pharma derives from the Greek meaning sorcery or witchcraft. Body poisons and acid toxins from bad foods, chemicals, drugs and infectious organisms are the major cause and contributing factor to all disease, the aging process, early death and human misery.

However, it just so happens, that the above statement is also one hundred per cent the absolute major factor in excessive OVERWEIGHT AND OBESE CONDITIONS OF OUR PRESENT DAY SOCIETY. Very simply, the poison of commercialized food, chemicals and medicines destroy and weaken the liver. The liver is a very powerful organ, producing thousands of enzymes and natural biocellulars, along with processing food nutrients such as fats and sugars. The liver is a major organ of cleansing the blood. It is the number one filter system of removing toxins from the body and holds immense importance for overall health, well-being and energy.

The liver produces the good and removes the bad. If too much bad overwhelms the liver for too long a period of time, then the production of good diminishes. That is a major statement of truth. If the liver cannot convert beta carotene into vitamin A, you are in trouble. If the liver cannot produce enough of the enzyme “lipase”, you cannot break down stored fat. This in turn, is the main reason why fat cells are not converted into fatty acids and glycerin when you diet and reduce your caloric intake. Therefore, despite all your efforts, weight loss is minimized.

When the liver loses its abilities and becomes impaired and dysfunctional, its immense activities and the control of sugar and fat deteriorates with it. Without liver productive enzymes directing the orchestration of food materials, sugar and fats are converted into adipose tissue more easily and massive amounts of fat cells are created in the process. If the poison level within the body did not exist and the liver worked effectively, there would be very little overweight people in society.

Our purpose in mentioning this is to impress upon you that body pollution from an overwhelming presence of negative energies within the body causes excessive fat by weakening and destroying the liver. Pathogenic Micro-Organisms are a third to one half of the contributing factors associated with our overweight society. Yeast Cells especially, produce heavy toxins that weaken the liver and interferes with the proper handling of sugars and fats from the metabolic processes of the digestive system. The liver controls and influences the stomach, the pancreas, the adrenals and the thyroid heavily. When the liver weakens, these other organs are also weakened. Each of these organs has a major influence on the digestion of the food and the proper distribution of sugar and fats. When an imbalance occurs, your body fat goes haywire and winds up in places you do not want. Remove yeast cells and infectious microbes with a continuous use of SILVER ANGEL and improve your eating habits more holistically, you will automatically improve the functions of the liver which will improve the distribution of sugars and fats creating a more beautiful you.

SENIOR CITIZENS AND CHILDREN
Senior Citizens and children both have weaker immune systems and the SILVER ANGEL will do for your immune system what it cannot do for itself. Periodic SILVER ANGEL administrations will boost the immune system by taking away the burden that so many disease causing microbes contribute to immune suppression. The immune system has a heavy influence on energy. When heavy metal mercury is removed from the body during chelation therapy, one of the first improvements is an increase in energy because of immune and liver restoration. Removing pathogenic microbes with the use of SILVER ANGEL does the same thing and provides increased energy by enhancing the liver, the immune system and glands.

SILVER ANGEL AND PETS
Another immediate consideration is your pets. They also eat processed meats and ingredients in dry and canned pet foods which are highly commercialized and not always the best things for them. All animal products are cooked at
high temperatures with added chemicals and cheap grains and by-products, and contribute to the eventual diseases and death that animals will experience. Giving them a period of time on SILVER ANGEL will definitely remove many types of negative organisms and extend their chance of survival somewhat longer, than you could possibly imagine. Mix the silver in their water or food or use an eye dropper and put directly in their mouths twice a day. You can mix it in a little egg yolk which is very good for all pets and their skin and fur.

TOOTH DECAY/RECEDING GUMS

Here is another thought of extreme importance. Your mouth is open to the outside world constantly. You have incoming microbes bathing your teeth, gums, throat and lungs every day. Dental decay is a prevalent condition in society and many people use mouth washes to clean their breath and gums. What they do not know, is while the mouth wash does kill tooth decay type bacteria, it also kills the friendly bacteria. The friendly flora is your main defense against bad breath, gingivitis and invasive tooth decay bacteria, and if abundantly supplied through supplementation, would destroy and prevent the negative bacteria that causes tooth decay and receding gums. If more people took probiotics daily for mouth and intestinal defense, fortitude and integrity, there would be a lot less decay and digestive constipation. Also, a coated tongue is bacteria, not yeast as many people believe. A coated tongue indicates a cleansing process going on and a negative energy within the intestines. A bad diet of heavy meat eating and processed foods, along with digestive disorders from culture deficiency and negative microbes, creates the coated tongue, bad breath and other disorders of the mouth and gums. Acid Reflux, heart burn, gas and bloating are all symptoms of yeast infection, liver impairment and deficiency of friendly flora. Body pollution comes first and negative microbes are second. Remember, “floride additives” in tooth paste are toxic and destructive to the cells of the body and must be avoided. (Found in rat poison).

Swishing a SILVER ANGEL mixture of one part silver and two parts water around in your mouth once or twice a day for several minutes instead of commercial mouth washes, would destroy the decay bacteria and all negative organisms and leave the friendly bacteria alone. Also, a coated tongue of bacteria feeding on poisons coming out of the tongue as an eliminative channel, will begin to disappear as you cleanse the mouth with SILVER ANGEL on a daily basis. That way you accomplish two birds with one stone. It’s called “remove the bad and keep the good” or “do not throw out the baby with the bath water”. SILVER ANGEL plays more of a role in the quality of your life than you might think possible.

VAGINAL YEAST INFECTIONS

The following must be a “medical female secret”, because very few women know about it. A Vaginal Yeast Infection cannot take place unless you have a digestive yeast infection first. You eat, breath and drink yeast every day. You cannot avoid it. It is not contagious because it is everywhere. Once yeast sets up a living situation within the intestines, of which most of it is in the colon, the large intestine, it produces massive amounts of toxic impurity that is absorbed within the intestinal wall and enters the bloodstream. If the liver and kidney cannot handle it all after many years of being there, then the poisons in the intestines will penetrate the wall and seep into the abdominal cavity and absorb into the uterus and reproductive organs. The body will try to remove this poison and it will be removed through the vaginal canal as an eliminative channel. As this yeast impurity is transported out of the body, it irritates the vaginal wall causing pain, discomfort, swelling, odor and discharge. You cannot have a vaginal yeast infection or a sinus fungal infection unless you have it in the large intestine first to feed and support it. Silver Angel can be used as a vaginal douche to remove yeast infections very effectively and quickly.

The majority of hysterectomies, ovarian cysts, cervical cancer and endometriosis are caused by conditions of the colon along with an overwhelming yeast infection. Remove the yeast and cleanse the colon and re-implant heavy amounts of the right kinds of friendly bacteria and these problems would never exist. Prostate conditions of men are caused exactly in the same way. Colon conditions of vast amounts of impactions, pockets, colitis, and negative energy from microbes living on putrefactive meat proteins, waste, etc., can all seep into the prostate gland creating inflammation, swelling, pain and frequent urination. All could be prevented if ample amounts of the right kinds of friendly bacteria were ingested daily through supplements and the taking of adequate amounts of SILVER ANGEL over several months of time.

The colon is the dirtiest, most filthy part of the body and houses vast amounts of pathogenic bacteria and yeast cells. Silver Angel will help to destroy and remove these negative organisms.

OTHER INFECTIONS

The majority of sinus infections, skin rashes and dry skin, allergies, asthma, bone loss, environmental sensitivities, depression, dizziness, dry eyes and mouth, food cravings, hair loss, headaches, hemorrhoids, hyperactivity, inflammatory conditions, insomnia, irritable bowel, colitis, intestinal pain, low blood sugar, menstrual problems, mood swings, fibromyalgia, lupus, no sex...
drive, all the time tired and wiped out, poor memory, premature aging, tingling sensations, bladder and urinary tract infections and acne are all candida yeast related with secondary bacterial infections mixed in, with one causing or contributing to the other. All can respond favorably to SILVER ANGEL when applied properly and for the right period of time.

HUMAN DISPOSITION

The trace minerals of gold and silver are both found in the soil, plants and humans in small amounts and has tremendous value as Health Enhancers. Believe it or not, they play a major role in our standards of living. Quantum Physics has revealed that everything in the Universe is “ENERGY”. We live in a world of duality and there is POSITIVE ENERGY AND NEGATIVE ENERGY. Positive Energy is a divine energy and enlivens the body and gives health and direction to all our activities based on LOVE. It cannot be created or destroyed. It can however, be interfered with, misguided and poorly directed. NEGATIVE ENERGY is found in many places and things and is the main contributing factor to the loss of POSITIVE ENERGY. Gold biochemically enhances and allows POSITIVE BODY ENERGY to be maximized and develops a high level of personal accomplishment and understanding along with a Loving Disposition.

Silver is also a POSITIVE ENERGY, but it minimizes, reduces and stops the flow of NEGATIVE ENERGY through its biochemical influence on the interfering presence of chemicals, pathogenic organisms, poisons, toxins, pollutants, etc. Silver plays a major role in dissipating the destructive energies of the body including the emotions of hatred, malice, lust, greed, ego and anger, allowing the remaining POSITIVE ENERGIES to flourish and predominate. Gold encourages the “GOOD” and Silver discourages the “BAD”. Both serve a purpose in our over-all accomplishments, dispositions and successes.

TOO MUCH BAD…. NOT ENOUGH GOOD

Knowing the difference between good and bad, right and wrong is the key to your success. The greatest WEAKNESS AND DISADVANTAGE in all of society is IGNORANCE. Ironically, the majority of people are making many self-defeating mistakes on a daily basis, all due to a lack of study, investigation and self health analysis because of apathy, disinterest and a lack of time. We are encouraging you to gain greater knowledge on optimizing your health and all of life in general. We guarantee that by increasing your awareness and knowledge just on the mere basics of positive living by learning to care for yourself in a more positive manner will bring you immense happiness, better health and well-being. The incredible fringe benefit of doing so, automatically improves the health and well-being of those people around you by your example. Study and learn, because life will reward you in proportion to your commitment to self preservation and personal awareness. “You are special” and everyone has the right to self expression and the sharing of goodness with others. Life is sharing what you have much of, with those who have little or less.

SILVER ANGEL INSTRUCTIONS

There are a few simple and easy steps to follow when taking Silver Angel. Read carefully and do as suggested:

Step 1. Silver Angel is concentrated and needs to be “diluted” in liquid such as water or juice or a mild lemon water with Stevia as a sweetener. A one quarter or one half teaspoon of Silver Angel would be put in about two or three ounces of liquid. One or two full teaspoons of Silver Angel would go into four or five ounces of liquid, and a tablespoon or two of Silver Angel would be best put into six or seven ounces of water. It is really your choice, but first dilute the Silver Angel right before taking or you can prepare the silver in the morning for use throughout the day before hand. Silver Angel does not need to be refrigerated.

Step 2. The Silver Angel Liquid needs to be taken on an empty stomach. You can take it with meals, but it loses about 25 per cent of its effectiveness due to mixing with foods and other liquids preventing total absorption. Best results come from taking on an empty stomach. Therefore, take the Silver Angel 30 minutes before meals, before bed or in between meals such as mid-morning and mid-afternoon.

Step 3. Take Silver Angel four times per day for yeast infections. Breakfast, lunch, dinner and before bed. Take the Silver Angel four to six times a day for viral and bacterial infections. Breakfast, lunch, dinner, before bed and mid morning and mid-afternoon. It is imperative that this infection be removed as quickly as possible and Quantity is the key to your success. Simple infections can be removed in days with Silver Angel, but sometimes seven to ten days may be required for more serious types of infections. Yeast infections may take months for complete results to occur as this type of organism has been with you for years. Sex Related Infections may also take longer than most, because they also have been there for long periods of time. The more deeply rooted the infection is, the longer it takes to remove. But, remember, Silver Angel is safe, natural and powerful and even if it takes time for complete results, there is no harm to the body and the friendly bacteria in your intestines are left in tack, without destruction to their environment. The Silver Angel does not and cannot harm you in any way. Any discomfort associated with taking the Silver Angel is strictly from “die off” or from the corrections being made within the body from toxins and
impurities being removed through the natural processes of health improvement. If discomforts overwhelm you, then take less product until you feel better. **However, the price of discomforts is worth getting well.**

**Step 4. Silver Angel** is best taken alone and not with other supplements. **Do not take the Silver Angel at the same time you take probiotics,** meaning the friendly bacteria supplements. **Silver Angel** does not destroy the friendly flora, but it will interfere with the activity of the cultures if taken at the same moment. Wait 30 to 60 minutes after taking the **Silver Angel** before taking any friendly bacteria and other food or natural supplements. Most customers take the **Silver Angel** 30 minutes before meals, the friendly bacteria at the beginning of the meal and their other supplements during the meal.

**Step 5.** Start by taking small amounts of **Silver Angel** for a few days or a week, and then increase the amount little by little until you reach the maximum amount. This way the body can adjust itself to any “organism die off”, allowing the liver and kidneys a chance to cleanse and handle the extra toxins from the residue of dying organisms. The more infection you have or the older you are, will make for more die off symptoms. Starting slow will minimize this die off and prevent interference in your daily activities. However, viral and bacterial infections, being a more rapid growing type organism, requires you to take as much **Silver Angel** as quickly as possible. The sooner you can destroy the infection, the shorter duration there is in recuperating and overcoming the symptoms and debilities of the infection.

**ADULTS:** (Includes children, 12 years or older.)

**Start:** One teaspoon **Silver Angel** four or six times per day.

**Increase:** Two teaspoons **Silver Angel** four or six times per day.

**Maximum:** Three teaspoons **Silver Angel** four or six times per day until the infection is gone.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Three teaspoons is one tablespoon and some customers work up to two tablespoons of **Silver Angel** four times per day for convenience, rather than one tablespoon six times per day for real serious types of infections.

**CHILDREN:** (FOUR TO ELEVEN YEARS):

**Silver Angel** is completely safe for children of all ages, even one week old. It will stop and remove any infection including candida yeast. Most ear infections, colic, gas, diaper rash and other common childhood conditions are caused by digestive yeast infections passed on from mother to child. **Silver Angel** is a profound yeast removal form of therapy that is safe, yet powerful, natural and without any harm of any kind to the child, ever.

**Start:** One half teaspoon **Silver Angel** four or six times per day.

**Increase:** One teaspoon **Silver Angel** four or six times per day.

**Maximum:** One and one half teaspoons **Silver Angel** four or six times per day until the infection is gone.

**CHILDREN:** (INFANTS TO THREE YEARS)

**Start:** One quarter teaspoon **Silver Angel** four times per day.

**Increase:** One half teaspoon **Silver Angel** four times per day. (Maximum for infants)

**Maximum:** One teaspoon **Silver Angel** four times per day until the infection is gone.

**PLEASE NOTE:** There is a slight pungent taste in the silver due to the fulvic acid chelating carrier agent. It is mild, and yet, may be distasteful for some children. Mixing the silver in part water and part fruit juice of your choice, may be necessary for children to respond more favorably to the product.

"And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat". GENESIS 1:29 KJV
### ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship Order To:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Apt #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State Zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone #</td>
<td>Work #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell #</td>
<td>E-Mail Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SILVER ANGEL</td>
<td>8 oz</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shipping & Handling

Colorado Residents add 2.996% Sales Tax

Total Due

Itemized Shipping & Handling

1 Bottle - $7.95

Discounts: Buy 12 Bottles Silver Angel - Get 1 Free

Each Additional Bottle - $1.95

For international orders, please call for shipping costs.

Orders will be sent immediately:

CALL IN YOUR ORDER TOLL FREE 1-877-487-3083

EMAIL YOUR ORDER TO: silverangel@hushmail.com

WEB PAGE: www.silverorganic.com

**30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

*Note: Wholesale orders are nonrefundable  **For return orders, customers must pay shipping
NATURAL ANTIBIOTICS VERSUS DRUG ANTIBIOTICS

Nystatin, Diflucan, Lamisil, Sporanox, Nizoral, Ketoconazole, Paramicrocydin, Keflex, Ampicillin, Ceclor, Bactrim, Septra, Sumycin, Panmycin, Vibramycin, Minocen and Tetracyclines are all DRUG ANTIBIOTICS for bacteria and yeast infections, among others. All of these antibiotics kill and remove a very limited amount of pathogenic organisms, perhaps no more than two, three or up to six or seven at a time. Even if they could remove ten or twenty microbes, it is still considered a limited antibiotic and then, only bacteria and yeast are removed with these types of medicines. Viruses are untouched by current drugs, over-the-counter or prescribed, and the medical drug companies have no defense against viral type infections. Yeast and fungal conditions react positively to antifungal medicines, but not 100 per cent. In the majority of cases, the moment the drugs are discontinued, the infection returns usually many times worse.

As already mentioned elsewhere, medicines and drugs are inorganic chemicals with a dark side of extreme toxicity and can impair or eventually destroy the liver, kidneys and cause cancer with organ failure and overall body pain and misery. The price you pay for the use of drugs is heavy duty regret, if you live long enough. Drugs kill people way before their time and create absolute body dysfunction and debility. Most diseases and early death could be prevented if the LAWS OF NATURE WERE UNDERSTOOD AND FOLLOWED. Indulgence in pleasurable foods, processed foods and eating for fun rather than for the JOY OF GOOD HEALTH AND HIGH ENERGY is, in most cases, learned too late in life and doctor visits and medicines are then, the only recourse for sustaining life a little longer. Visit a Retirement Home or an Old Age Care Home and pay close attention to the incapacity, the pain, the inappropriate and misguided foods they eat and especially all the medicines they take on a daily basis that is killing them faster than their own aging process. The majority of these people have no will to live and they are dying in their own toxic acids from the bad food they eat and the drugs they take. Their bodies and minds are so polluted that they have no clue as to why or what is going on. These homes have a minimum of love and caring, and exist primarily for profit and income. YOU DO NOT WANT TO EVER BE THERE!

If most of these people had lived on natural, holistic and healthier diets throughout their lives and avoided drugs completely or as much as possible, they would still be viable, productive and living examples of their earlier years, and still be capable of caring for themselves and enjoying life and their families more abundantly, completely, healthfully and happily. Ignorance shortens life, knowledge encourages it. Artificial living shortens life, intelligent choices encourages it. SILVER ANGEL used appropriately for all forms of infections rather than dangerous drugs is the intelligent life designing choice, for longer living. Eating positive foods and taking natural nutrients and food supplements is the better way for improved living standards and increased vitality and longevity.

SILVER ANGEL is not a limited antibiotic. It is known to destroy and remove well over 650 disease causing microorganisms safely, completely and without destroying the intestinal friendly bacteria so necessary for good health to exist. Research indicates the following as a partial list of the more than 650 infections potentials found within all of society at one time or another:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acne</th>
<th>Colitis</th>
<th>Insomnia</th>
<th>PMS</th>
<th>Skin Rash/Hives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allergies</td>
<td>Constipation</td>
<td>Joint Pain</td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>Staph Infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthrax</td>
<td>Conjuctivitis</td>
<td>Keratitis</td>
<td>Pleurisy</td>
<td>Syphilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma/Bronchitis</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Leprosy</td>
<td>Prostatitis</td>
<td>Strep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete’s Foot</td>
<td>Diaper Rash</td>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>Piritis Ani</td>
<td>Thrusl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>Low Blood Pressure</td>
<td>Psoriasis</td>
<td>Thyroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Virus</td>
<td>Fibromyalgia</td>
<td>Lupus</td>
<td>Purulent</td>
<td>Toe Nail Fungus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder/Urinary Infection</td>
<td>Fungal Infections</td>
<td>Lymphangitis</td>
<td>Ophthalmia</td>
<td>Tonsillitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood-Poison</td>
<td>Gas/Bloating</td>
<td>Lyme Disease</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>Toxemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boils</td>
<td>Hay Fever</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>Rabbit Fever</td>
<td>Trachoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns</td>
<td>Herpes</td>
<td>Meningitis</td>
<td>Rhinitis</td>
<td>Trench-Foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer Fungus</td>
<td>High Blood Pressure</td>
<td>Menstrual Problems</td>
<td>Ringworm</td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candida Yeast Infection</td>
<td>HIV Virus</td>
<td>Mood Swings</td>
<td>Rosacea</td>
<td>Ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholera</td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>Neurasthenia</td>
<td>Shingles</td>
<td>Vaginal Yeast Infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colds/Flus</td>
<td>Indigestion</td>
<td>Parasites</td>
<td>Sinus Infections</td>
<td>Viruses-All Forms Warts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE ABSOLUTE HORROR OF IGNORANCE

(What you do not know is the bottom-line to your success or failure)

Medicines, chemicals and drugs are a strong negative energy when taken into the body. They are a Dark Cloud, an Evil Force, an Insidious Enemy to the health and well-being of the tissues, creating a slow death within the cells by destroying the delicate biochemical balances and removing minerals, nutrients and energy from the beautiful creation that you are.

You live in a physical universe and you are an amazing physical being with great potential for living a life of personal creativity and accomplishment. Your body is a gift and was meant to be strong, healthy and finely tuned for action and individual growth as human beings. “Nothing takes that all away sooner and more deceptively than medicines, chemicals and drugs.”

The only thing that is darker and more disgusting than chemicals and drugs are the people who make them. They know exactly what they are doing. It is a cold-hearted, inhuman practice of legalized murder. Inhuman means lacking pity, kindness, mercy, cold and impersonal. Would you drink a glass of water with two tablespoons of dirt in it from the soil beneath your feet? It is actually better for you than any drug ever made and costs nothing.

Common sense, let alone scientific knowledge and worldwide awareness strongly suggests that these Drug Companies with their DECEPTIVE CONTRIBUTION to body pain and destruction are out there for one reason only: PROFIT, GREED AND CORPORATE GAIN. They have no interest in helping mankind in any way. MEDICINES HAVE MASSIVE MARK UPS, THOUSANDS OF TIMES MORE THAN THEY COST. Ninety per cent of “Medicines” cost the manufacturer twenty to thirty cents per bottle and they have the nerve to sell it for fifteen dollars to more than one hundred dollars per bottle, which boils down to TOTAL HIGHWAY ROBBERY. The price you pay in dollars and health is extreme.

The Federal Drug Administration serves only the Drug Industry and is not working for the safety or benefit of the general public. They are paid under the table to ignore and look the other way, when it comes to drug approval. We must be more receptive to the truth and increase our knowledge of the drug/benefit deception! You suffer a tremendous loss of dollars and gain nothing in return. You lose your health, your self-worth, your ambition, your productivity and eventually your life. Drugs serve no purpose whatsoever. They alleviate the symptoms only and in so doing cause heavy duty damage to the body. Drugs are the greatest “SCAM”, the highest level of “CON” the public has ever known. They are an absolute insult to human decency.

Taking a medicine is like beating a “Tired Horse”. A tired horse needs tender, loving care to get it back on its feet so it can be useful. When your body hurts and is suffering from pain, inflammation,
debility, dysfunction, and infections, it is telling you that you are doing something very wrong and you are abusing your body more than it can handle. These are indicators telling you there is a physiological error from dietetic body mistreatment. Why do you think you have instruments in your car to measure oil pressure or water temperature? To prevent the ruin of your engine when something goes wrong. The main energy of your car is the engine. Without it you are lost. If you ignore these instruments when they indicate a problem, your car will break down and stop. This is exactly what your body is doing when it complains to you with aches and pains. These indicators are letting you know your health is in jeopardy and you need to treat yourself with tender, loving care in order to get well. Remember, the main engine of your body is your HEART. You can do all the right things in the world, but it is the doing of the wrong things is what destroys the body. THE PLEASURE OF INDULGENCE HAS A HIGH PRICE AND THAT PRICE MUST BE PAID SOONER OR LATER.

If you take drugs, you suppress your body’s indicators and will allow you to keep going until finally, you find yourself with a major disease or health problem. You are as strong as your weakest link. Health problems need to be corrected, not ignored. When your body complains of abuse, you need to stop the bad and do more of the good. Drugs and medicines are the worst, the lowest and the exact opposite of what you should be doing. The Drug Industry creates drugs in a laboratory from synthetic compounds and chemicals that are completely toxic to living cells. They have no place in society and will kill any living thing if enough of it is used for a long enough period of time.

It is called a slow death because drug toxins and residue accumulate in the tissues of the body. Where they settle and remain for years determines the disease you will eventually experience. You are going down the wrong road and you will pay an extremely high price for your indulgence. The average life style of dietary and chemical abuse is the main cause of illness and body dysfunction throughout the world.

If somebody told you to jump off a cliff, would you do it? That is exactly what television drug commercials are telling you to do. The average person knows drugs are harmful. Then why not find a better way. “If you are really and completely healthy through body purity and cellular nutrition, it is next to impossible to be sick! “Health is a Privilege; Sickness is Deserved.” The lack of knowledge is your basic destroyer. What you do not know is the leading edge to the disasters in your life. If you knew what we know about the honor and beauty of good health and the horrors and complexities associated with medicines, you would never, ever touch or consider a drug or medicine again. There use, causes such extreme damage to the body, that with every use of a medicine or drug, your life, your energy and definitely your happiness is decreased by days, and then weeks and then months. Drugs are the beginning of years of misery, aging and early death.

Body discomforts and pains are a wake-up call for improving yourself, not further destroying yourself with lifeless chemicals and the sorcery and witchcraft of drugs. The truth is precious and serves the highest purpose of life. Prescription drugs have caused more people to become ill and die than all the wars and other forms of death put together for the last 100 years.
WARNING

All drugs, especially antibiotics are extremely dangerous and harmful to your health and will destroy the body beyond its ability to repair and heal.

Medicines and vaccines will weaken the liver, kidneys, immune system, heart and the glands with a heavy toxic overload of impurity that will remain in the weakest areas of your body and will remove cell energy and create tissue death and disease. Drugs are pure poison and will kill the friendly bacteria in your intestines, allowing a Yeast Infection to colonize on the intestinal wall and create havoc and distress throughout the whole body. They cause symptoms, pain and inflammations too numerous to mention. Drugs are chemical toxins killing more people than cancer and heart disease.

A natural course of action with tissue protection is a safe and highly effective means by which the body will respond more favorably and completely. A natural approach always removes the cause rather than just treating the symptoms and allows for health, wellness and energy to be restored.

There are times when antibiotics are necessary, to fight infection and prevent disease. However, the majority of society does not realize that there is a highly effective and very powerful all natural antibiotic that will destroy most all pathogenic (disease causing) organisms quickly and easily without any harm to the body and will not kill the friendly flora within the intestines.

Viruses, bacteria and yeast cells cannot live in the presence of “Organic Silver Ionized Particles”. Silver Angel is a full spectrum antibiotic, and destroys all pathogenic organisms, not just a few. It is nature’s way of protecting human and animal life from devastating infections. Silver is strong and immediate, but the way it is processed makes all the difference in the world in the way it works, is absorbed, is transported throughout the body and destroys the negative organism involved. The common cold, any flu strain, viruses and yeast cells are all removed completely with the use of a special new form of Organic Silver called “Silver Angel”. It is not colloidal and it is not the average, health store product. Silver Angel is a far superior form of natural silver in extreme small particle sizes. Colloidal Silver ranges from .0065 microns to .009 microns and most are too large to pass through the small capillaries of the body quickly enough, and are too slow to react in a positive manner for the average infection. The majority of Colloidal Silvers are inferior and are designed for quick profits and lacks professional integrity and power. They are more commercial than professional and are lacking the “immense killing power” of Organic Silver Angel with its newly discovered Superior Mineral Ionizing Carrier’.
All single-celled viruses, bacteria and yeast that are considered pathogenic, (disease causing) are organisms that multiply very quickly and feed on your cellular juices and sugars. They excrete a highly toxic waste material that poisons the body. They have a respiratory enzyme for breathing that the **Organic Silver Angel** completely destroys and removes, thereby creating suffocation and the pathogenic organism dies. **The friendly bacteria are different physiologically, and do not die in the presence of Organic Silver.**

When it comes to the health of yourself, your family and especially your children, you need the very best for preventing and overcoming any form of infection. SILVER ANGEL is a powerful, heavy duty ionized, organic pure form of silver. **It is full spectrum, professional, first class, high potency, more powerful with superior results. It is aggressive and highly effective because it is extremely small in particle size and is embedded within ‘Fulvic Acid Molecules’, a natural constituent of the friendly bacteria.** Fulvic Acid allows for quick absorption and rapid transportation throughout the body for immediate results. This natural Chelating Material is completely safe and non-accumulative providing strong “killing power responses”, destroying all pathogenic organisms that may be lurking anywhere in the body. It is truly the best you can buy for the ultimate of success on an exceptional level. You are highly encouraged and will enjoy reading a beautiful article prepared by professional scientists with years of experience by going to:  

**www.silverorganic.com**

Read this exciting discovery of the century about how to improve and protect the most precious gift in life, your body and the lives of family and friends. **Silver Angel** is an all Organic Mineral, specially prepared for easy entry into the cells of the body and is non-toxic and cannot harm any part of the body in any way. It is easily transported to the areas of infection quickly and thoroughly giving maximum benefit. It contains 20 parts per million and its particle size is .0001 microns in diameter. This is ten times smaller and more powerful than most Colloidal Silvers and is one thousand per cent more effective. **Silver Angel is an Organic Mineral, not a “Metal” and serves no biochemical purpose in the body other than acting as a Full Spectrum Antibiotic.** See the Web Page on the Internet and read the exciting news about how to protect you and your family with the newest discovery in health that is so absolutely necessary. **Do not destroy the body with drugs. The Natural Approach is always the better way! To remove the cause, rather than just treating the symptoms in a manner that is harmless to the cells and atmospheric areas of the body is the only way and the most intelligent way, to heal and care for your health and well-being.**

Please note that drugs, vaccines, chemicals and pathogenic organisms are all a “negative energy”. They poison the body and interfere with the “positive energies of life making you tired, sick and debilitated. The energy you feel on a daily basis is a natural condition of living, but the lack of energy is an interference from the presence of negative energies. Remove the negatives and all that is left are the positives, giving you the ultimate experience of health and well-being. **Silver Angel contains a massive amount of “positive energy” helping to remove negative conditions down to “point zero”, thereby allowing the full expression of your positive attributes to remain and exist. Success in life is first knowledge and then positive action.**
The atmosphere outside the human body is loaded with viruses, bacteria, and yeasts. You have the immune system to fight these organisms within the blood and tissues, and you have the friendly bacteria in the intestines to defend this area from invasion. When these two defense mechanisms are weakened or destroyed by the negatives of life, you are an open door for a guaranteed infection with serious consequences and symptoms.

“Silver Angel” is a super potent completely natural antibiotic and will destroy and remove most all single celled pathogenic organisms quickly and completely if used in the right way for a long enough period of time. It is better to do a little too much rather than too little or for too short a period of time.

Negative Energy is a force of destruction and degeneration. Its purpose is to diminish and destroy the living expression of creation with pain, loss and misery. A dark, evil activity of weakness associated with decay and death!

Positive energy is a force of love and support. Its purpose is to increase and maintain the beauty of creation with goodness, comfort, opportunity and peace. The unlimited essence of divine purpose for the body, mind and soul.

The “Silver Angel” is the most powerful shield of protection, an amazing first-line of defense against the continuous daily invasion of disease causing micro-organisms you will ever experience.